Tutorial for AniMatch-Administrators
Important steps to setup an organisation
Introduction
This tutorial will support you to setup an organisation within the AniMatch-System. In
addition, we will explain why some steps are mandatory. AniMatch offers an updated
hygiene management system that allows to increase the safety level in terms of hygiene
as well as the quality control of organs and tissues. This tool also allows you to get an
overview on incoming and outgoing tissues and organs within your organisation.
The setup of an organisation will take some time while the subsequent maintenance is
less time-consuming and works mainly automatically.
If you have any questions or suggestions, please do not hesitate to get in contact with us.
We are happy to support you → lang@animatch.eu

Administrator‘s Overview

Step 1: Add addresses and e-mail domains to the organisation
The implementation of e-mail domains allows us to assign automatically researchers to
your organisation. Since, we setup the basic settings for your organisation, your own email domain is directly added. But you can add as many as you need.
In a next step, please add all addresses also for potential animal facilities (units) or
laboratories. Without the addresses you are not able to add a units or laboratories.

Step 2: Setup animal facilities and laboratories

An animal facility can include different units which are microbiological units defined by
the FELASA involving one species and one husbandry system. This is the step where you
need to specify the hygiene status according to the FELASA guidelines. If you are not
following the FELASA guidelines, you can still participate.
In a first step give the unit an own name that can be identified by the researchers. By
using commas you can specify the unit and also state the species within the name. If you
have more than one animal facility, indicate the abbreviation of each animal facility in
front of the units name. Subsequently, choose the species and the address for the unit.
The indication of the addresses is important since the researchers choose from which unit
the animals are coming and the addresses are exchanged between the researchers.
Afterwards the list of potential pathogens for the chosen species is shown. You have to
indicate which pathogens are tested negative (turn the red cross into a blue checkmark).
The red cross indicates that the pathogen was tested positive.

As most of the certificate are expired after 3 months, we will ask you on a regular base if
something has changed according to the hygiene status. You can edit the settings at any
time point.
Remarks to Large Animal Models (Goat, Sheep, Pig): There is no standardised hygiene status for
large animal model available. Therefore, you only need to upload the actual hygiene certificate.

As researchers rather work in the labs with the tissues and organs than in the animal
facility, we now included the setup of laboratories (lab areas). These lab areas can have
different requirement according to pathogens.
In a first step give the laboratory an own name that can be identified by the researchers.
The dropdown list provides you with 4 different categories to which the lab can be
assigned. Indicate the address of the lab. Subsequently, the list including all potential
pathogens independent of any species is shown. Turn the red cross into a blue
checkmark, if the pathogen must be negative. The red cross indicates that the status is
unimportant.

Based on the information you filled in, a “reverse matching” is made within our system.
What does this mean?
1. You activate a researcher and assign her/him to the laboratory, she/he is commonly
working in.
2. The activated researcher can publish an order, therefore she/he has to choose from
the list of units (that you setup) where the animals come from.
3. Another researcher who is searching for organs and tissue will see in the list (“Find
organs”) in the last column of every listed offer, if the hygiene status requirements
matches
Scenario 1: She/he is assigned to a lab with no pathogen that must be negative, therefore
the hygiene status is green.
Scenario 2: If a specific pathogen must be negative and it is positive in an offer, the status
is red and therefore, the exchange is not allowed.

Step 3: Activation of researchers
Within your Administrator’s overview you have the possibility to activate and deactivate
researchers. In addition, you can assign the researcher to a laboratory.

Step 4: Take part!

We wish you much success by using AniMatch and hope to support you by reducing
the lab animal usage! If you need further support, please do not hesitate to contact us,
we will support you in person or via phone! Please contact us info@animatch.eu or
lang@animatch.eu!
In addition, we are glad for every suggestion and feedback and looking forward to
working with you together!
Best wishes,
The AniMatch-Team

